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Multiple Muscle Cell Identities Induced
by Distinct Levels and Timing of Hedgehog
Activity in the Zebrafish Embryo
commences with the onset of myoD [1] and myf5 [2]
expression around 8 hr postfertilization (hpf) and culmi-
nates in the differentiation of a precise pattern of slow-
twitch and fast-twitch muscle fibers by 24 hpf [3, 4].
Cells of the slow-muscle lineage differentiate first, giving
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Firth Court rise to a layer of mononucleate fibers that cover the
surface of the myotome (the superficial slow fibers:Western Bank
Sheffield S10 2TN SSFs) and a smaller number of medially located fibers,
known as muscle pioneers (MPs), that organize the myo-United Kingdom
tome of each somite into its characteristic chevron
shape. Cells of the fast lineage differentiate later, under-
going fusion to form multinucleated fibers that make up
the bulk of the myotome [4].Summary
Several lines of evidence have implicated midline-
derived Hh signaling in the commitment of cells to theBackground: In the zebrafish embryo, the differentiation
of distinct muscle fiber types has been shown to require slow-twitch muscle lineage. Ectopic activation of the
pathway, for example, switches the entire myotome tothe activity of members of the Hedgehog (Hh) family of
secreted proteins. Evidence from other systems sug- the slow-twitch lineage [4–8]. Conversely, the slow-mus-
cle lineage fails to form in slow-muscle-omitted (smu)gests that Hh behaves as a morphogen, inducing cell
fates in a concentration-dependent manner. Exactly embryos that lack activity of Smo [9–11], a transmem-
brane protein essential for transduction of Hh activityhow Hh signaling contributes to the generation of the
correct pattern of cells within the zebrafish myotome, [12], while its development is compromised in mutants
affecting several other components of the Hh pathwayhowever, has remained obscure.
Results: Here, we distinguish four distinct myotomal [13]. Despite these findings having established a link
between Hh signaling and muscle cell fate specification,cell identities in the zebrafish embryo on the basis of
their position, morphology, and gene expression pat- it remains unclear as to how distinct cell fates (for exam-
ple, MP versus SSFs) are segregated within the slow-terns. Using morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs) to di-
minish the activities of the Hh pathway components twitch lineage. Moreover, although it has been postu-
lated that the fast-muscle fate represents the defaultPatched (Ptc), Fused (Fu), and Suppressor of Fused
(Su(fu)), and the teratogen cyclopamine to inhibit the state within the myogenic lineage that is adopted by
cells in the absence of Hh activity [7, 8], a role for Hh inHh transducer Smoothened (Smo), we show that the
appropriate differentiation of each cell type depends the development of this lineage has not been excluded.
In this study, we have defined more precisely the vari-upon the levels and range of Hh signaling within the
myotome. In addition, by transiently modulating Hh ac- ety of cell types that contribute to the zebrafish myotome
and have elucidated the temporal sequence in whichtivity by using cyclopamine and a heat-inducible trans-
gene, we demonstrate that the competence of myotomal they arise. Significantly, we have characterized distinct
cell identities within both the fast and slow lineages thatcells to respond to Hh changes with time. Finally, we
show that the Gli1 and Gli2 transcription factors mediate depend upon Hh signaling for their specification. Using
MOs [14] together with loss of function mutants, anmost of the response of myotomal cells to Hh.
Conclusions: Hh signaling acts in a dosage-dependent inducible transgene [15], and the Smo inhibitor cyclo-
pamine [16], we have assessed the contribution of differ-manner to specify cell fate in the zebrafish myotome.
Allocation of the correct number of cells to a specific ent elements of the Hh pathway to the specification of
each cell identity. Our findings demonstrate that thefate depends upon the range of Hh activity. The timing
of exposure to Hh determines the response of cells to levels, the range, as well as the timing of Hh signaling
are critical for the elaboration of the proper myotomalthe signal.
pattern.
Introduction
ResultsDuring animal development, cell fates are specified in
response to cues that vary according to their position
A Temporal Sequence of Muscle Cell Typewithin the embryo. The myotome of the zebrafish em-
Induction in the Zebrafish Embryobryo presents a relatively simple paradigm for the analy-
Previous studies have shown that the commitment ofsis of this process and one that has the advantage of
cells to the slow-muscle lineage revealed by the onsetbeing directly amenable to genetic analysis. The de-
of expression of the slow myosin heavy chain (MyHC)velopment of the myotome from the paraxial mesoderm
isoform in adaxial cells precedes the overt differentiation
of fast fibers [3, 4, 7]. Amongst the slow lineage, the*Correspondence: p.w.ingham@sheffield.ac.uk
diversification of a subset to become MPs is first appar-1 Present address: Max-Planck Institut fu¨r Entwicklungsbiologie,
Abteilung Genetik, Spemannstrasse 35, 72076 Tu¨bingen, Germany. ent by these cells’ expression of high levels of the En-
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Figure 1. Temporal Sequence of Hh-Dependent Muscle Cell Type Induction
(A) Medial view of a wild-type myotome showing high-level Eng expression in MPs (arrows) and weaker expression in surrounding nuclei
(arrowheads).
(B) Slow-MyHC expression is restricted to the SSFs and to the medial MP bundle (arrow in inset; focal plane same as for inset in [A]; both
insets are 2-fold enlarged).
(C) -actin-gfp expression (green) in a single multinucleated Eng (red) fast fiber (arrowheads) and a mononucleated MP (long arrow) expressing
slow MyHC (blue). A GFP-labeled non-Eng fast-muscle is indicated (short arrows).
(D–I) Optical sections showing the developmental sequence of Eng (red) and slow-MyHC (blue) expression. GFP (green, driven by the shh
promoter) in (E), (G), and (I) marks Hh-secreting midline cells. Note the occurrence of Eng MFFs from 20 hpf (arrowheads), after prospective
SSFs (short arrows) have begun their lateral movement. MPs always remain in proximity to the notochord (long arrows). In (I), asterisks denote
the domain of non-Eng fast-muscle fibers.
(J–L) Expression of ptc1 is restricted to medial muscle fibers (MPs and MFFs) at 24 hpf. (C), (D), (F), (H), and (L) are medial views, (E), (G), (I),
and (J) are transverse sections at the level of somite 5, while (K) represents a dorsal view. For this and all subsequent figures, trunk myotomal
regions are orientated laterally, with anterior to the left and dorsal to the top; the developmental stage is 24 hpf; and magnifications are 400,
unless indicated otherwise.
grailed1 (Eng1) and Eng2 homeoproteins from 15 hpf Double labeling for Eng and slow MyHC (Figures 1D–1I)
revealed that Eng expression in these fast fibers is ap-onward [3, 4, 17, 18]. By 24 hpf, Eng antibodies not only
label the MPs, but they also reveal lower level expression parent only from about 20 hpf, well after it becomes
established in the MPs. It is notable that, by this stage,in a constellation of nuclei surrounding the MPs (Figure
1A), the identities of which have remained unresolved fast myoblasts have been displaced toward the midline
as the prospective SSFs move outward toward the sur-[3, 4, 17, 18]. The disposition of these nuclei resembles
the arrangement typical of fast-muscle fibers [4], and face of the myotome (Figures 1F and 1G). Since these
Eng-positive (Eng) fast fibers are always positionedthis similar arrangement suggests that they could be
part of this population. To investigate this possibility, close to the notochord (Figures 1G and 1I), we refer to
them as medial fast fibers (MFFs).we used the mosaic distribution of a plasmid carrying
an -actin-gfp fusion that expresses in all skeletal mus-
cles [4, 19] to highlight individual muscle fibers. Amongst Modulation of Hh Activity by Ptc Regulates
the Specification of Both Slow- and Fast-Musclethe muscle cells labeled in this way, we observed a
number containing multiple Eng-expressing nuclei; Cell Identities
The close juxtaposition of the Eng MFFs to the noto-these fibers do not express slow MyHC, confirming that
they belong to the fast-muscle population (Figure 1C). chord suggests that, like MPs, their specification could
Hedgehog-Mediated Muscle Cell Type Diversification
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Figure 2. Reduction of Ptc Activity Induces Ectopic Hh-Dependent Muscle Cell Types
(A) A ptc1mo embryo showing ectopic MPs (arrows) and Eng fast myofibers (arrowheads).
(B) In a ptc2mo embryo, additional Eng fast-muscles (arrowheads), but not MPs (arrows), are evident.
(C) The phenotype of a ptc1;2 double morphant appears slightly stronger than that of ptc1mo alone.
(D–F) Simultaneous visualization of Eng and Prox1 in (D) wild-type, (E) ptc1mo, and (F) ptc2mo embryos reveals ectopic MPs (yellow nuclei, long
arrows) only in ptc1 morphants, while ectopic Eng fast myofibers (red, arrowheads) as well as ectopic SSFs (green, short arrows) formed in
both ptc1 and ptc2 morphants.
(G) A transverse section of a ptc1mo embryo at the level of somite 5 showing expansion of Eng fast fibers and a concomitant reduction in
the domain of non-Eng fast fibers (asterisks).
(H) Expression of dominant-negative PKA (dnPKA) in wild-type embryos induces substantial numbers of supernumerary MPs.
(I and J) Dorsal views of ptc1 expression in a 2-somite-stage (I) wild-type embryo and in a (J) ptc1;2mo embryo. In (I), adaxial cells are indicated
(arrows). In (J), note the proximodistal gradient of ptc1 expression with respect to the midline (arrows).
(K) The effects of ptc1;2 MOs are completely suppressed in smu embryos, as visualized by the absence of slow-MyHC expression.
(L and M) Complete absence of (L) Eng and reduced numbers of (M) SSFs in syu mutants.
(N–P) Diminished pathway activation on ptc1;2 MO injection (MPs, arrows; Eng fast myofibers, arrowheads) in (N) syu, (O) cyc, and (P) syu;cyc
double mutants.
depend upon Hh signaling emanating from the midline. muscle cell identities, we used MOs to “knockdown”
the activity of the zebrafish Ptc proteins, Ptc1 and Ptc2Consistent with this, expression of the Hh target ptc1,
which at early stages is prominent in adaxial slow myo- [20, 21]. Embryos injected with ptc1 MOs (ptc1mo em-
bryos) are characterized by an expanded domain of ptc1blasts ([20], see also Figure 2I), is later restricted to the
MPs and their surrounding fast-muscles (Figures 1J–1L). upregulation (Figures 2I and 2J) and display a marked
increase in the number of Eng-expressing cells withinPtc proteins regulate Hh signaling in two ways: first,
by repressing the activity of Smo, and, second, by bind- the myotome (Figure 2A). Simultaneous visualization of
Eng and the nuclear slow-muscle marker Prox1 [4, 22]ing and sequestering the Hh ligand and thereby restricting
its range of influence [12]. To investigate the effects of revealed that both MPs and the MFFs were increased
in numbers, the latter more so than the former (Figuresincreased Hh activity on the specification of the different
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Table 1. Quantification of Muscle Cell Fates in Morphants with Different Levels of Hh Activity
MPs MFF Rows, Dorsal/Ventral SSFs
Wild-type 3.9  0.8 2.0  0.4/2.3  0.5 22.6  1.0
ptc1mo 6.9  1.3 5.8  0.8/6.3  1.0 31.2  1.6
ptc1mo;syu 4.9  0.7 3.2  0.4/3.9  0.8 n.d.
ptc1mo;cyc 4.8  0.9 3.1  0.3/4.3  0.7 n.d.
ptc1mo;syu;cyc 0.1  0.3 2.9  0.9a n.d.
gli2mo 2.5  0.9b 6.8  1.4a 20.9  1.6
fumo 0.3  0.7 6.2  0.9a 20.8  1.4
Su(fu)mo 2.5  0.8 2.9  0.5/3.8  0.6 27.1  2.0
fumo;Su(fu)mo 3.9  0.7 4.5  0.5/5.6  0.5 n.d.
a Total number of MFF rows (not separated by an MP bundle).
b “Pseudo MPs.”
n.d., not determined.
2D and 2E; Table 1). In addition, these embryos exhibited 1). In addition, in syu;cyc double mutants, which lack
all Hh-dependent cell types ([2] and data not shown),a significant increase in the numbers of SSFs (Figures
2D and 2E; Table 1). This increase in the numbers of while reduction of Ptc1/2 activity resulted in the differen-
tiation of a few weakly Eng MFFs, the MP cell type wasall three cell identities is consistent with each being
specified by Hh activity and appears to occur at the never restored (Figure 2P; Table 1). Thus, the induction
of ectopic Hh-dependent muscle cell types in ptc1;2moexpense of the non-Eng fast-muscle population (Figure
2G; cf. Figure 1I). embryos seems largely to be the consequence of an
enhanced activity and range of Hh signals, most likelyInjection of ptc2 MOs alone had a much weaker effect
than injection of ptc1 MOs, resulting in a slight increase reflecting a reduction in ligand sequestration by Ptc.
This leads to an expansion of the myotomal area underin the number of MFFs (Figures 2B and 2F). Simultane-
ous injection of ptc1 and ptc2 MOs (ptc1;2) caused a the control of Hh through a position-dependent gain
of ligand concentration and concomitantly in the localslight enhancement of the ptc1mo phenotype (Figure 2C).
This implies that both Ptc paralogs have partially over- increase in the numbers of cells of a particular identity.
lapping functions in modulating Hh activity. Notably,
however, knockdown of both Ptc proteins is not suffi- Different Muscle Cell Identities Are Induced
by Distinct Levels of Hh Activitycient to transform the entire myotome to the slow lin-
eage, as occurs following overexpression of Shh or inhi- The dependence of three different muscle cell identities
on Hh signaling raises the question as to how each cellbition of Protein Kinase A (PKA), an intracellular inhibitor
of the Hh signaling pathway (Figure 2H; see also [4, 6–8] fate can be specified by the same signal. As previous
studies have shown that Hh proteins can act in a dose-and Discussion).
As expected, the effect of ptc1;2 MO injection was dependent manner to specify different cell fates both in
vivo (in the Drosophila wing) and in vitro (in chick neuralcompletely suppressed in smu mutant embryos (Figure
2K), confirming that the induction of all three cell identi- plate explants), we investigated the possibility that the
specification of the different muscle cell identities simi-ties is dependent upon Smo function. By contrast, coin-
jection of the ptc1;2 MOs into embryos carrying muta- larly depends upon distinct levels of Hh activity. To do
this, we used the alkaloid cyclopamine to attenuate Smotions in the zebrafish shh gene sonic you (syu), which
lack all myotomal Eng expression (Figure 2L; see also activity in the developing embryo [16, 25]. We first estab-
lished a direct link between the effects of cyclopamine[23]) but retain some SSFs [13] (Figure 2M, cf. Figure
1B), restored both MPs and MFFs (Figure 2N), consistent and Smo activity in vivo by directly quantitating the
levels of ptc1 transcription, an established read-out ofwith the epistatic relationship of ptc to hh [12]. Compari-
son of mutant to wild-type sibling embryos, however, Hh signaling, in embryos exposed to different levels of
the drug. The results reveal a linear relationship betweenrevealed a significantly weaker response in the former,
suggesting at least a partial dependence of the pheno- cyclopamine concentration and accumulation of ptc1
transcript levels (Figure 3). We next assessed the effectstype upon the availability of the Shh ligand (Table 1).
Moreover, in zebrafish, two additional hh paralogs, of varying doses of cyclopamine on the acquisition of
different myotomal cell fates. Exposure of embryos toechidna hh (ehh) [5] and tiggy-winkle hh (twhh) [24], are
expressed in the embryonic axial midline. This expres- 5 M cyclopamine disrupts the normal differentiation of
MPs, as evidenced by their improper bundling and bysion raises the possibility that they might contribute to
the formation of supernumerary muscle cell types in syu a slight lateral displacement of some of these cells (Fig-
ures 4A and 4B and data not shown). At 15 M cyclo-embryos injected with ptc1;2 MOs. To test this hypothe-
sis, we analyzed the effects of the MOs in cyclops (cyc) pamine, MPs were lost in a few somites, whereas Eng
MFFs (Figure 4C) and the SSFs (Figure 4D) were unaf-mutants that lack most Twhh expression [24] and in
syu;cyc double mutants devoid of Shh and most of fected. Treatment with concentrations of 20 M and
above resulted in complete suppression of Eng expres-Twhh. Although none of the Hh-dependent muscle fibers
are missing in cyc embryos ([2] and data not shown), sion, while, at 30 M, there was a significant reduction
in SSF numbers (Figures 4E and 4F). Concomitantly, theinhibition of Ptc activity elicited a much weaker response
in these than in their wild-type siblings (Figure 2O; Table terminal differentiation of these residual slow fibers was
Hedgehog-Mediated Muscle Cell Type Diversification
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Figure 3. Levels of ptc1 Transcription Are a
Function of Levels of Hh Signalling Activity
Real-time quantitative RT-PCR of ptc1 tran-
scription in embryos exposed to different
concentrations of cyclopamine, compared to
wild-type (wt) and ectopic Hh signaling activ-
ity (dnPKA).
affected, resulting in seemingly misassembled, some- midsomitogenesis stages induced ectopic MPs in wild-
type embryos and restored these fibers in syu mutantwhat unstructured myofibrils (Figures 4E and 4F).
These results indicate that MP specification requires embryos (data not shown). Taken together, these data
suggest that changes in the competence of myotomalhigher levels of Hh signaling than that of MFFs, which
in turn require higher levels than the SSFs. We note, cells result in different muscle cell identities being in-
duced by Hh signaling at different stages of develop-however, that at 15 M cyclopamine, the loss of MPs
was frequently accompanied by the loss of all Eng ex- ment.
pression, indicating that Hh signaling levels for MP spec-
ification are only slightly higher than those for the MFFs. Gli Proteins Have Overlapping Roles in Specifying
Muscle Cell Identity
Several Gli family proteins have been implicated in theThe Response of Myotomal Cells to Hh Signaling
Changes as a Function of Time transcriptional response of cells to Hh signaling, and
different combinations of their repressing and activatingThe finding that Eng expression in the MFFs is induced
by significantly higher levels of Hh activity than are re- forms are thought to mediate the effects of different
levels of Hh activity [26]. To investigate whether distinctquired to induce slow-fiber fate raises the question as
to why the MFF precursors do not also differentiate Gli activities might contribute to the specification of the
various Hh-dependent muscle fibers, we used a combi-as slow fibers. One possibility is that cells lose their
competence to commit to the slow lineage in response nation of MO and mutant analyses to manipulate their
activities. The yot-too (yot) mutations in zebrafish gli2to Hh at a certain stage of development. To address
this issue, we investigated at what stage of embryogene- have previously been shown to lack both MPs and SSFs
[13, 27] and are also associated with the absence of thesis the activity of Hh is required for the induction of the
different cell identities by exposing embryos transiently MFFs (see below). Notably, both of the extant yot alleles
encode truncated forms of the protein that retain theto cyclopamine at specific times after fertilization. Expo-
sure between the 1-cell and 7 hpf stages resulted in the potential to act as transcriptional repressors [28]. To
investigate the effects on muscle specification of theloss of MPs, whereas MFFs were unaffected (Figure 4G).
Conversely, treatment from 18 hpf onward abolished loss of all potential Gli2 activity, both activating and
repressing, we used MOs directed against the 5 endformation of MFFs, whereas MP induction appeared un-
affected (Figure 4H). This indicates that specification of of the Gli2-coding region. In contrast to yot mutants,
gli2 morphants displayed significant numbers of Eng-the MPs significantly precedes that of the MFFs, requir-
ing early and continuous Hh signaling (also concluded expressing myofibers close to the notochord (Figure
5A), in excess of those typical of wild-type embryosfrom experiments in which cyclopamine treatment from
10 hpf onward resulted in the loss of all Eng expression (Table 1). Close examination of their morphology and
visualization of Prox1 expression (Figures 5D and 5E)[data not shown]), while Hh signaling at a relatively late
stage is sufficient for MFF induction. To confirm this revealed that these myofibers comprised multinucleated
fast-muscles, while mononucleated MPs were absentinterpretation, we exposed myotomal cells to Shh at
different stages by injecting a heat shock-inducible con- from this location. Consistent with this, the somites dis-
played the U-shaped appearance typical of the loss ofstruct (hs-shh [15]) into wild-type or syu mutant em-
bryos. When heat shocked late, expression of Shh was MPs (Figure 5B). We noted, however, the presence of
Eng myofibers on the surface of the myotome (Figuressufficient to induce ectopic Eng fast myofibers in wild-
type embryos (Figure 4I) and to restore this cell type in 5B and 5C), in a position normally occupied by migratory
SSFs. These fibers are mononucleated and expresssyu mutants (Figure 4J), but not to induce MP differentia-
tion. Conversely, additional heat shocks at the early and Prox1 (Figure 5F), suggesting that they represent mislo-
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Figure 4. Different Levels and Timing of Hh Signaling Induce Distinct Muscle Cell Fates
(A) A dorsal view of an anti-Eng-stained wild-type embryo. Note the medial position of the MPs (arrows).
(B) A similar view of an embryo exposed to 5 M cyclopamine showing misplaced MP-like cells (arrowheads), located more laterally than
normal MPs (arrows).
(C–H) Eng (red) and slow-MyHC (blue) expression in embryos incubated in increasing cyclopamine concentrations. The Eng MFFs in (C) are
indicated (arrowheads).
(G) The absence of MPs from an embryo exposed to 200 M cyclopamine from the 1-cell stage to 7 hpf (shield stage). Note the persistent
Eng MFFs (arrowheads).
(H) Late (from 18 hpf) treatment with the same dose abolished Eng MFFs without affecting MP development.
(I and J) Heat shock-induced Shh expression at 18 hpf induced supernumerary Eng fast myofibers (arrowheads), but no ectopic MPs (long
arrows), in (I) wild-type embryos and exclusively restored Eng fast myofibers in (J) syu mutants. Muscle clones expressing ectopic Shh are
indicated (green, small arrows).
cated MPs. In line with this view, embryos injected with such embryos (Figures 5J and 5K), and in addition, we
observed “pseudo-MPs” located at the surface of thea lower dose of MOs showed increased numbers of
MFFs and occasionally had MP-like cells located be- myotome (Figure 5L). These findings corroborated the
interpretation that this indeed represents the effects oftween the notochord and the myotome surface (Figures
5G–5I). loss of gli2 activity. Thus, Gli2 is dispensable for most
aspects of Hh-dependent muscle specification but isTo confirm that these effects are due to loss of gli2
function, we also injected the same MOs into embryos essential for the proper differentiation of MP cells and
the specification of correct numbers of MFFs.derived from yot heterozygous parents. One quarter of
these will be homozygous and will therefore lack the The detour (dtr) mutants, which have recently been
shown to inactivate zebrafish gli1 [29], show no obviouswild-type form of Gli2, but they will express the trun-
cated putative repressor form of the protein. We ob- defects in the myotome at 24 hpf (Figure 5M and data
not shown). However, we observed a delay in the onsetserved a significant rescue of both SSFs and MFFs in
Hedgehog-Mediated Muscle Cell Type Diversification
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Figure 5. Gli2 Is Required for MP Specification and Acts in Concert with Gli1 in Mediating Hh Signaling in the Myotome
(A) A gli2mo embryo showing upregulated and expanded Eng expression in medial myofibers (arrowheads).
(B and C) The same embryo in (B) surface and (C) dorsal views, showing superficially located, apparently mononucleated, Eng fibers (arrows).
(D–I) Visualization of Eng and Prox1 expression in (D and G) wild-type and (E, F, H, and I) gli2mo embryos confirms the misspecification of MP
cells (yellow nuclei, long arrows in [D] and [G]) in the latter. Note the absence of this cell type from the medial myotomal regions of a gli2
morphant (E), but the presence of mononucleated Eng and Prox1 “pseudo-MPs” (short arrows) on the surface (F, H, and I). (H) depicts a
stronger gli2mo phenotype than (I). (G–I) Eng fast-muscles are indicated by arrowheads and depict transverse sections at the level of somite
5. The asterisks in (D) and (G) denote Prox1 expression in the neural tube.
(J–L) gli2 MOs restored (J) slow myofibers (surface view), (K) Eng fast myofibers (arrowheads, medial view), and (L) “pseudo-MPs” (arrows,
surface view) in yot mutant embryos.
(M) Eng expression in the myotome of a dtr mutant embryo (MPs, arrows; Eng MFFs, arrowheads).
(N and O) A dtr;gli2mo embryo with an (N) absence of Eng expression and a (O) dramatic reduction in SSFs (arrows).
of Eng expression (data not shown), suggesting that involvement in Hh signaling has not been determined.
To investigate the role of Fu in modulating the responseGli1 function may also contribute to the response of
myotomal cells to Hh signaling. To investigate this possi- of myotomal cells to Hh, we isolated the zebrafish fu
gene (see the Experimental Procedures and the Supple-bility, we generated dtr;gli2mo embryos; these lack all
myotomal Eng expression (Figure 5N) and show a dra- mental Data available with this article online). Embryos
injected with either of two different fu MOs exhibit amatic reduction in the number of SSFs (Figure 5O). Thus,
Gli1 and Gli2 have partially overlapping functions that decrease in the levels of ptc1 expression in the adaxial
slow-muscle precursors that is consistent with a re-together account for most of the responses to Hh signal-
ing in the myotome. duced transcriptional response to Hh signaling from
the midline (Figure 6A, cf. Figure 2I). In line with this,
the injected embryos are almost devoid of MPs (FiguresMaximal Hh Signaling Level Necessary for MP
Induction Requires Fu Activity 6B and 6C; Table 1); by contrast, Eng MFFs (Figures
6B and 6C) and SSFs (data not shown) are both present,The response of cells to maximal Hh signaling levels in
Drosophila has been shown to require the putative ser- and the numbers of MFFs are increased relative to wild-
type embryos (Table 1). These observations suggestine/threonine kinase encoded by fu [12]. Vertebrate ho-
mologs of Fu have been described [30], but their in vivo that in the absence of wild-type Fu activity, Hh signaling
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Figure 6. MP Specification Requires Fu Ac-
tivity
(A) A dorsal view, showing reduced ptc1 ex-
pression in a 2-somite-stage fumo embryo
(arrows).
(B) A medial view of a fumo embryo showing
the absence of MPs and concomitant expan-
sion of Eng fast fibers (arrowheads).
(C) Detection of Eng (red) and Prox1 (green)
confirms the absence of MPs (yellow nuclei)
in most somites of a fumo embryo. Eng MFFs
are indicated (arrowheads).
(D and E) “Pseudo-MPs” are absent in gli-
2mo;fumo double morphants ([E], dorsal view,
asterisks), whereas expanded Eng fast fi-
bers are persistent ([D] and [E], arrowheads).
(F) Eng expression is almost completely ab-
sent in a dtr;fumo embryo.
is attenuated such that only cell types requiring submax- of MPs in embryos coinjected with the fu and Su(fu) MOs
(Figure 7E). However, in comparison to wild-type embryos,imal levels of signaling can be specified.
To investigate the relationship of Fu function to the we note that the MFF population is expanded in this double
morphant condition (Figure 7E, cf. Figure 1A).activity of individual Gli proteins, we generated double
morphant/mutant embryos. In embryos injected with To investigate how Su(fu) might modulate Gli activities,
we again analyzed double morphant/mutant embryos.both gli2 and fu MOs, the appearance of Eng MFFs
(Figure 6D) and of SSFs (data not shown) was essentially gli2mo;Su(fu)mo double morphants displayed a phenotype
similar to gli2mo embryos, except that they exhibited asimilar to that in gli2mo embryos. However, the Eng-
expressing “pseudo-MPs,” characteristic of the latter, greater increase in MFFs (Figures 7F and 7G, cf. Figures
5A–5C). By contrast, in dtr;Su(fu)mo embryos, we ob-are absent from the double morphants (Figure 6E). Thus,
although Gli1 is dispensable for MP formation, in gli2mo served a strong reduction of Eng expression with a con-
comitant loss of MPs (Figure 7H). This paradoxical phe-embryos, a Fu-dependent Gli1 activity most likely ac-
counts for the formation of this intermediate cell type. notype could be explained if Su(fu) regulates nuclear
import of both repressor as well as activator forms ofReciprocally, in dtr;fumo embryos, induction of MP cell
fate is abrogated, but, in addition, Eng expression in Gli proteins; the effect is revealed by the imbalance in
the activator:repressor ratio caused by the loss of Gli1MFFs is also strongly reduced (Figure 6F); thus, in the
absence of Gli1, the potentiation of Gli2 activity by Fu in dtr mutants. To investigate this possibility further, we
analyzed the effect of inhibiting Su(fu) activity in yot/is required for the response of cells to both maximal
and submaximal levels of Hh activity. embryos. Though viable, yot/ heterozygous embryos
manifest a reduction in myoD expression [27] and a
sporadic loss of Eng-expressing cells in a few somitesThe Su(fu) Protein Attenuates Hh Activity
(data not shown). These findings are consistent within the Myotome
an antimorphic effect of the truncated repressor formIn Drosophila, Fu is thought to potentiate the activity of
of Gli2 encoded by the mutant allele. Strikingly, yot/;the Gli homolog Cubitus interruptus (Ci) by releasing it
Su(fu)mo embryos closely resemble their yot/yot homozy-from the restraining effects of the Su(fu) protein [12].
gous siblings (Figure 7J, cf. Figure 7I), suggestive ofThe results of tissue culture and biochemical experi-
an increased activity of the mutant Gli2 protein in thements are consistent with such a role of vertebrate Su(fu)
absence of Su(fu).in regulating the nuclear trafficking of the Gli transcrip-
tion factors [30–33]. To establish whether Su(fu) attenu-
ates the response to Hh signaling in vivo, we isolated
Discussionthe zebrafish Su(fu) gene and utilized MOs to manipulate
its activity (see the Experimental Procedures and the
Using the specification of different muscle cell identitiesSupplemental Data). Inhibition of Su(fu) expression led
as our assay, we have adduced several lines of evidenceto an expansion in the number of MFFs (Figure 7A; Table
for sequential and dose-dependent Hh signaling in the1) as well as in the number of SSFs (Figure 7B, cf. Figure
generation of cellular diversity within the zebrafish myo-1B; Table 1), but it had little, if any, effect on the numbers
tome. In earlier studies, we and others have shown thatof MPs (Figure 7C). These results suggest that Su(fu)
the specification of the slow-twitch muscle lineage de-acts as a weak inhibitor of the Hh pathway. Consistent
pends critically upon Hh signaling. Here, we have identi-with this scenario, the expression of ptc1 at early stages
fied a subset of fast-muscle fibers, characterized bywas slightly upregulated in the adaxial cells and was
their expression of Eng homeodomain proteins, the dif-also expanded in the lateral presumptive fast-muscle
ferentiation of which is also dependent upon Hh activity.precursors (Figure 7D, cf. Figure 2I). That Fu acts to
antagonize the activity of Su(fu) is evident by the rescue Thus, Hh signaling does not simply control the choice
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Figure 7. Su(fu) Attenuates Levels of Hh
Pathway Activation
(A) A medial view of a Su(fu)mo embryo show-
ing expansion of Eng MFFs (arrowheads).
The development of MPs (arrows) is unaf-
fected.
(B) The numbers of SSFs also increased.
(C) Double labeling for Eng and Prox1 con-
firms selective expansion in Eng MFFs (ar-
rowheads). MP nuclei (yellow) are indicated
(arrows).
(D) A dorsal view of a 2-somite-stage Su(fu)
morphant with slightly upregulated ptc1 ex-
pression (arrows).
(E) MPs, absent in fumo embryos, are restored
in fumo;Su(fu)mo double morphants (arrows),
with, however, a persistent expansion in Eng
MFFs (arrowheads).
(F) A gli2mo;Su(fu)mo embryo exhibiting
increased expansion in Eng MFFs (arrow-
heads). Arrows in the inset indicate superfi-
cially located “pseudo-MPs.”
(G) A dorsal view of the embryo depicted
in (F).
(H) A dtr;Su(fu)mo embryo showing an absence
of MPs and marked reduction in the levels
and extent of Eng expression in MFFs.
(I) A homozygous yot embryo showing an ab-
sence of Eng muscle cells.
(J) A Su(fu) MO-injected yot heterozygous
embryo with almost complete loss of Eng ex-
pression from the myotome.
between the fast- and slow-muscle lineages, but, in ad- Ci in responding cells. The observation that MP differen-
tiation is restored in embryos in which both Fu and Su(fu)dition, it induces distinct cell types within both lineages.
Previous studies have suggested that differential Hh expression is inhibited suggests that the response of
cells to Hh signaling in vertebrates is modulated by aactivity could be responsible for inducing distinct types
of slow-muscle cells, though whether this is mediated similar mechanism. Significantly, however, we found
that inhibition of Su(fu) expression alone has a measur-by different combinations [5] or different levels [8, 13]
of Hh family proteins has remained unclear. By manipu- able effect on Hh-dependent muscle cell specification
and expands the numbers of both SSFs and MFFs in alating the degree of activation of the Hh signal transduc-
tion pathway by using the Smo antagonist cyclopamine, wild-type background and of MFFs in fu morphants.
This contrasts with the lack of phenotypic effects ofwe now provide definitive evidence that the two slow-
muscle cell types do indeed require distinct levels of Su(fu) mutations in Drosophila [34] and implies that,
in vertebrates, Su(fu) may play a more critical role insignaling for their specification. SSFs are induced by
significantly lower levels of Hh activity than are required regulating nuclear import and activity of Gli transcription
factors.for MP specification; moreover, Eng MFFs require sub-
maximal levels of Hh activity. Additional support for this Our MO and mutant analyses have revealed that the
response of myotomal cells to Hh signaling is drivenscenario comes from the phenotypes of the various mu-
tant and morphant conditions analyzed in this study largely by the activities of the Gli1 and Gli2 proteins
(Figure 8B). Gli1 appears dispensable for all three cellthat together represent a range of loss- or gain-of-Hh
signaling activity (Figure 8A). Most notably, we find that types, while Gli2 is specifically required only for the
proper differentiation of MP cells. In the absence ofinhibition of zebrafish Fu, the Drosophila ortholog of
which is necessary for maximal activation of the path- wild-type Gli2, cells resembling MPs are found located
superficially contiguous with the other slow-twitch fi-way, results specifically in the loss of MPs, but not of
the other Hh-dependent cell types (Figures 8A and 8B). bers. This phenotype may reflect an inappropriate mi-
gration of otherwise bona fide MP cells. In any event,Extensive analyses in Drosophila have implicated Fu
in modulating the activity of Ci by controlling its interac- the suppression of the differentiation of these ectopic
“pseudo-MPs” by fu MOs suggests that, like true MPs,tion with Su(fu) [12]: Su(fu) is thought to act by sequester-
ing full-length Ci in the cytoplasm and by attenuating they are induced by high levels of Hh pathway activation.
It follows from this that the activity of Gli1 is potentiatedthe transcriptional activation potential of any Ci that
enters the nucleus. Thus, by promoting the dissociation by Fu, and therefore by Hh signaling, consistent with
the finding that the activity of Gli1 in tissue culture cellsof Su(fu) from Ci, presumably by phosphorylation of the
former, Fu increases the levels and activity of nuclear can be potentiated by exposure to Hh [35]. Evidence
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Figure 8. A Model of Hh-Mediated Muscle Cell Type Induction in the Zebrafish Myotome
(A) A summary of muscle phenotypes in different morphants/mutants, compared to canonical Hh loss-of-function (smu mutants) and gain-of
function (dnPKA overexpression) situations, reflecting, from left to right, an ascending series of increasing Hh signaling activities. Note that
fumo and gli2mo conditions represent ambivalent phenotypes, with ectopic signaling (expanded Eng MFFs) as well as loss of high-level pathway
activation (loss of MPs). In Su(fu)mo embryos, only SSFs and Eng MFFs are increased in numbers, whereas, in ptc1;2mo embryos, all Hh-
dependent cell types are expanded.
(B) A schematic representation of the interactions of the Hh pathway components required for muscle cell fate induction as deduced from
results presented in this study. High-level signaling for MP specification involves activation of activator forms of Gli2 (Gli2act), mediated by Fu
counteracting the restraining activity of Su(fu). Fu and Su(fu) are not required for the induction of Eng MFFs and the SSFs, which are mediated
by Gli1 or Gli2act. However, they seem to be necessary for regulating the activity of the putative Gli2 repressor (Gli2rep) that delineates the
levels and extent of Eng expression in MFFs.
(C and D) The temporal sequence of muscle cell type induction in (C) wild-type and (D) ptc1;2mo embryos highlights the importance of cell
rearrangements in this process. While distinct threshold levels of signaling (green arrows) for MP and SSF induction might be defined by an
early gradient of Hh activity, maturation of MPs and induction of Eng MFFs (both in need of high levels of Hh activity) also requires cell
rearrangements (white and blue arrows) within the myotome. (D) Note the broadened Hh gradient in ptc1;2mo embryos that is evident from
the observed ligand dependency of their phenotype.
that the activity of Gli2 is similarly potentiated by Fu mains [37]. Evidence that Gli2 protein may have a repres-
sor activity in the myotome comes from the finding thatcomes from the finding that MPs are absent in dtr em-
bryos injected with fu MO. In both instances, this poten- the numbers of MFFs are increased in Gli2 morphants.
Interestingly, we also observed a slight increase in MFFstiation of activity is likely to be accomplished by antago-
nizing the effects of Su(fu). Whereas the consequences when Fu activity is attenuated in wild-type embryos. As
well as stimulating Ci/Gli activity, which requires theof inhibiting Su(fu) in the absence of Gli2 suggest an
enhanced activity of Gli1, in line with tissue culture ex- N-terminal putative kinase domain [30, 36], Fu has also
been implicated in promoting Ci repressor formation orperiments [31, 32], reduction of Su(fu) activity in the
absence of Gli1 suppresses Hh-dependent cell types, activity, a process that occurs independently of Hh and
involves its C-terminal region [36]. Our findings suggestan effect we take to reflect the loss of cytoplasmic reten-
tion of both activating and repressing forms of Gli pro- that vertebrate Fu may play a comparable role in control-
ling Gli repressor activity. Taken together, our analysesteins. Previous studies in Drosophila have shown that
overexpression of Su(fu) results in an enhanced reten- show that the response of myoblasts to Hh depends
upon an exquisite balance of the activating forms oftion of the Ci repressor form in the cytoplasm [36]. This
enhanced retention conforms with the fact that Su(fu) Gli1 and Gli2, as well as a repressor activity that could
potentially be supplied by Gli2.interacts with Ci/Gli proteins via their N-terminal do-
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That lowest levels of Hh signaling direct cells to follow effects of a lowered threshold of response to Hh and
an increased range of Hh activity, first at the stage whenthe slow-twitch differentiation pathway raises the issue
as to how higher levels of Hh activity can induce a spe- the slow-muscle lineage is specified and subsequently
following the outward movement of the expanded popu-cific type of fast-twitch fiber. Such elevated levels might
be expected to convert presumptive fast myoblasts to lation of SSF precursors, when the presumptive fast
myoblasts are displaced toward the midline (Figure 8D).the slow lineage, as is the case when Shh is ectopically
expressed throughout the myotome. We propose that We note that our model of Hh action in the zebrafish
myotome differs from the prevailing concept of a simplethe correct specification of each cell type is a function
not simply of the levels of Hh to which they are exposed, gradient of Shh activity generating cell diversity in the
ventral neural tube of amniote embryos [39]. Althoughbut also of the time at which they receive the signal and
of their competence to respond to it (Figure 8C). In this the specification of the different muscle cell identities
is similarly dependant on distinct levels of Hh activity,view, exposure of myotomal precursors to Hh is initially
restricted to the adaxial cells that lie initially in the imme- our findings suggest that the timing of the exposure of
target cells to the Hh signal is of critical importance indiate vicinity of the embryonic shield that secretes the
signal. As these cells respond to Hh, they upregulate determining their fate. A similar temporal dependence
of the response of cells to Shh has previously beenPtc, which sequesters the ligand, thereby limiting the
extent of its influence to a relatively narrow domain close reported in the telencephalon of mouse embryos [40].
By contrast to the zebrafish, current understanding ofto the midline. In addition, this early exposure seems to
be essential for the singling out of MP precursors from Hh function in the amniote myotome is limited to the
induction of myogenic genes such as Myf5 and MyoDamongst the slow myoblasts that respond to the highest
levels of signaling, while the remainder become fated [41]. Since the homologs of eng and prox1 genes are
also expressed in restricted patterns in somitic muscleto form the SSFs. It is only after the outward movement
of the SSF cells that a subset of presumptive fast myo- cells of higher vertebrates (for a discussion see [42]), it
seems plausible to suppose that Hh could, in additionblasts becomes exposed to the Hh signal; by this time,
they are irreversibly committed to the fast lineage. In to promoting the core myogenic program, play a role in
implementing the subsequent diversification of musclesupport for such a possibility, we find that the specifica-
tion of the MFFs requires Hh activity significantly later precursors in amniotes as well as teleosts. A major chal-
lenge for the future will be the identification of the “mus-than do the slow-lineage fibers. Moreover, whereas early
misexpression of Shh can restore MPs in syu mutants cle identity” genes that are regulated by Hh activity and
the elucidation of how they influence the acquisition ofor induce supernumerary MPs in wild-type embryos,
later misexpression results exclusively in the specifica- muscle fate in response to Hh signaling. In zebrafish,
the u-boot (ubo) gene is essential for the execution oftion of Eng fast fibers.
At first sight, the ectopic induction of both slow-mus- the slow lineage developmental program, and thus ful-
fils the criteria of a selector gene that switches cells be-cle and Hh-dependent fast-muscle cell types on inhibi-
tion of Ptc1 and Ptc2 expression seems at odds with tween alternate muscle cell fates [4]. By analogy to ubo,
misspecification of MPs in gli2mo, for instance, impliesthis model. Ptc proteins act by inhibiting Smo, and their
inactivation is therefore expected to cause a cell autono- that similar selector genes are responsible for the speci-
fication of individual cell types within muscle lineages.mous derepression of the pathway. Reduction in Ptc1
and Ptc2 expression is indeed likely to increase the
Experimental Proceduressensitivity of cells to Hh, effectively lowering the levels
of signaling activity required to elicit distinct threshold
Zebrafish Strains
responses. However, since Ptc proteins also act to se- The cyctf219, dtrts269, syut4, and yot ty119 mutations were isolated in large-
quester Hh ligands, reduction in their levels will also scale mutagenesis screens at the Max-Planck Institut fu¨r En-
twicklungsbiologie, Tu¨bingen. The smub641 mutation was character-influence the distribution of the signaling activity about
ized in the laboratory of S. Devoto. The transgenic shh-gfp strain,its source. We find that the consequences of inhibiting
expressing GFP under control of the shh promoter, was generatedPtc are to a large extent ligand dependent, implying that
by F. Mu¨ller.the ptc MOs elicit their effects by reducing, but not
abolishing, the translation of their respective target Isolation of Zebrafish fu and Su(fu) Homologs
mRNAs. Consistent with this interpretation, the expres- Using nested sets of degenerate PCR primers (CW12, 5-AAYYTRC
sion of ptc1, which is subject to auto-inhibition, is upreg- ARCGRGAIATHGARAT-3; CW13, 5-ATRTTYTGIGGYTTCATRTC-
3; CW17, 5-CAGGTSGTRGCIYTIAARTTYAT-3; CW19, 5-CATRTAulated in an expanded domain around the midline, but
GARYGGIGTICCYTT-3), we cloned a cDNA fragment showing overtnot uniformly throughout the paraxial mesoderm, in
homology to the kinase domain of the Drosophila and vertebrate fuptc1;2mo embryos (Figure 2J), implying an increased
genes. A full-length cDNA clone was obtained by 5 and 3 RACE
range of Hh signaling rather than a ubiquitous derepres- extension of this fragment. A Su(fu) homolog was isolated by identi-
sion of the pathway. Such morphants can thus be con- fying EST clones from the zebrafish EST database (http://www.
sidered to be analogous to hypomorphic alleles of ptc; genetics.wustl.edu) that showed significant homology to Drosophila
and vertebrate Su(fu) and by RACE extension of these sequences.in Drosophila, such hypomorphic mutant animals char-
For sequence alignments and expression patterns of fu and Su(fu)acteristically exhibit an expansion of pattern elements
see the Supplemental Data.close to the source of Hh, an effect that is attributable
to the increased range of the signal due to the attenua-
MO/mRNA Injections and Quantitation
tion of its Ptc-mediated sequestration [38]. In this view, of Muscle Cell Phenotypes
the ectopic induction of all three Hh-dependent muscle MO and capped mRNA injections were done into 1-cell-stage
embryos according to standard methods. All MOs were directed tocells in ptc1;2mo embryos occurs due to the combined
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